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The Source of  Insider Trading Profits:  

Evidence from New Zealand 
 

Abstract 
 
  

This paper provides evidence on the source of insider trading profits in New Zealand 
by examining the entire set of transactions disclosed by corporate insiders for a 
sample of 93 listed companies over the 1995-2001 period. The paper examines two 
types of disclosures: immediate disclosures, as represented by substantial shareholder 
notices, and delayed disclosures, as reported in annual reports to see whether insiders 
use knowledge of market mispricing or knowledge of upcoming announcements to 
profits. The results reveal that immediate disclosure transactions are based on 
knowledge of market mispricing, legal information that promotes informational 
efficiency in the market. Delayed sample transactions however are based on 
knowledge of upcoming announcements, material information which is prohibited.  
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The Source of  Insider Trading Profits:  

Evidence from New Zealand 
 

 
I. Introduction 
 

When effectively regulated, insider trading can reduce agency costs and improve the 

informational efficiency of the market. As such the majority of markets have allowed 

some insider trading. Legal insider trading however usually has two requirements, firstly 

the trading must be disclosed to the market so the market can observe an insiders signal 

and incorporate that information into the price. This results in improved informational 

efficiency in the market. The second requirement is that insiders can’t trade based on 

material information. Material information is often defined as price sensitive information 

that is not yet in the public domain and is primarily focussed on knowledge of upcoming 

announcements such as earnings, dividends and restructuring news. Manove (1989) 

concludes this information is better disclosed to the market via a company 

announcement as opposed to disclosure by insider trading which allows insiders to earn 

large riskless profits at the expense of uninformed traders. This results in increased bid-

ask spreads, reduced liquidity, lower investor confidence and higher costs of capital with 

no benefit to the market.  

 

Studies of legal insider trading have almost uniformly shown that the requirement to 

disclose trading has not stopped insiders from making profits from their trading. Studies 

into the profitability of insider trading since the 1960’s including Lorrie and Neiderhoffer 

(1968), Jaffe (1974), Finnerty (1976) and Seyhun (1986, 1992) in the US and Pope, Morris 

and Peel (1990) in the UK have all found that insiders could earn significant abnormal 

returns from their trades. Even recent tightening of insider trading laws in the US and 

UK has not however stopped insider trading from being profitable (Lakonishok and Lee 

(2001), Carpenter et al. (2001) and Bettis, Vickery and Vickery (1997) and Freiderich et al. 

(2002)).  

  

Having determined that insider trading is profitable, researchers have examined the 

source of insiders profits, and in particular if insiders use material information to profit. 

These studies have taken two approaches, either looking at all insider trading prior to a 
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specific announcement type or by relating the direction of a trade to the news 

announcement.  

 

Studies on specific announcements have covered a large number of key announcement 

types. Karpoff and Lee (1991) for instance examine the level and direction of insiders 

trading prior to the announcement of new stock, convertible debt and straight debt 

issues. The authors found a significant increase in insider sales leading up to the 

announcement of stock or convertible debt issues which supported insiders trading on 

knowledge of the announcement. Likewise other studies examining share repurchases 

(Lee et al. (1992)), exchange listings and delisting (Lamba and Khan (1999)) and earnings 

and dividend announcements, bond ratings and announcements about upcoming 

mergers and bankruptcies (Elliot et al. (1984)) have all concluded that insiders rely on 

material information. More recent studies, however, have come to a different conclusion.  

 

Many of the earlier papers studied US insiders over the 1980’s. However in 1988 the 

insider trading laws in the US were tightened. More recent studies based on test periods 

since the 1980’s have found a change in the behaviour of insiders. Garfinkel (1997) 

looked specifically at the effect of the new legislation by examining the timing of insider 

trading around earnings announcements in the period before and after the new 

legislation. The author found that the new legislation had raised the costs associated with 

insider trading and as a result insiders were more likely to delay trading until after an 

earnings announcement and even then insiders traded against the announcement, selling 

after good news and buying after bad news. Studies of earnings announcements in the 

US (Sivakumar (1994)) and the UK (Hillier and Marshall (2002)) both showed a similar 

switch from trading before an announcement to after and in the opposite direction to the 

announcement. Noe (1999) and Piotroski and Roulstone (2003) went further and 

concluded that insider trading after an announcement was based on long-term 

information such as the long-term growth rate or future cash flow realisations. Piotroski 

and Roulstone (2003) also concluded that insiders switched to long-term information as a 

result of the increased costs of insider trading.  

 

An alternative to studying a single type of announcement is to examine the relationship 

between an insiders trade and the next announcement made by the firm following the 

trade to see if there is a relationship. Givoly and Palmon (1985) looked at the first 
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announcement occurring within 90 trading days of an insiders trade. Based on the market 

reaction on the announcement day, the announcement was defined as good, bad or 

neutral news. The authors argued that if insiders traded on specific information you 

would expect to see purchases followed by good news and sales followed by bad news. 

However the results showed that for all time periods the number of purchases or sales 

followed by either good or bad news was fairly similar indicating no evidence that 

insiders traded based on specific information. Calvo and Lasfer (2002) followed a similar 

approach but applied it to the UK and classified announcements based on how the 

prevailing literature expected the market to react to each type of announcement. The 

authors looked specifically at two competing theories on how insiders make their profits, 

mispricing (whether insiders bought undervalued and sold overvalued shares) and 

material information. The authors found evidence of mispricing but also found support 

in the purchase sample for insiders’ use of material information. Sales however showed 

no evidence insiders used material information  

 

The literature shows that the source of insiders’ profits is related to the strength of the 

regulatory regime in place at the time. As the use of illegal information can only be 

inferred from an insiders behaviour, insider trading is most easily established when an 

insider trades in the same direction as an upcoming announcement. Trading on 

mispricing or on long-term estimates of information is difficult to attribute to use of 

specific price-sensitive information and therefore unlikely to result in prosecution. 

Therefore as the cost of insider trading increases insiders change their trading patterns to 

make detection and prosecution harder. Therefore if the regulations are weak then 

insiders will trade on the basis of material information as it offers the opportunity to 

make profits in the short-term. As market mispricing is less certain and profits are earned 

over a longer horizon insiders will only trade on it if the cost of insider trading outweighs 

the benefit of using material information.  

 

Insider trading has however been the subject of scant research in New Zealand. Studies 

of illegal insider trading are restricted to Etebari and Duncan (1997) and Duncan and 

Etebari (1990), who studied insider trading in the years 1986 and 1993. Both studies 

analyzed price run-ups prior to corporate announcements and reported evidence of 

potential insider trading in New Zealand. Casey and Tourani-Rad (2001) examined legal 

insider trading of trades disclosed in annual reports for the period 1993-1999. They 
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found that insiders earned significant profits from purchases but suffered significant 

loses when they sold shares. In two recent papers, Etebari, Tourani-Rad, and Gilbert 

(2003 a,b) extended Casey and Tourani-Rad (2001) by studying whether the two-tiered 

disclosure regime in New Zealand (explained below) allowed delayed disclosure 

transactions to earn significantly higher returns than immediately disclosed transactions. 

The results showed that insiders could earn significant profits for both purchases and 

sales, however the results were driven by the delayed sample which earned nearly double 

the abnormal returns of immediate disclosures.  

 

The regulations, which until recently, governed legal insider trading were relative unique 

to New Zealand 1 . One peculiar aspect was the differentiated treatment of different 

classes of insider. Substantial shareholders, those shareholders with over 5% of the 

companies’ shares, were required to disclose their trading within five days while directors 

were not required to disclose until the annual reports were published, on average a delay 

of 9-10 months. The result was a two-tiered disclosure regime that allowed key insiders 

to delay their disclosure till it had no informational value. New Zealand also ran a private 

enforcement regime. This meant it was the responsibility of a party harmed by an insider, 

the other party to the trade or the public issuer, to take a case. As a result of the difficulty 

in collecting the information required, the costs involved and blocking by the issuing 

company the laws have never been fully successfully enforced, giving insiders little reason 

to fear prosecution. 

  

Given the weak enforcement regime and the significantly larger returns to delayed 

disclosure transactions it is important to observe what information insiders use to earn 

their abnormal returns. In particular, this paper will examine whether the differences in 

returns are caused in part by the use of different information when trading. The findings 

have serious implications for the recent legislative changes which now require constant 

disclosure by all traditional insiders, substantial shareholders, directors and executives. If 

the old laws allowed insiders to use prohibited information, an inefficient outcome, then 

the recent changes are vital to creating an efficient capital market.  

 

                                                   
1 The new regulations contained in the Securities Market Amendment Act 2002 came into effect in 
December 2002 
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The source of insiders profits were determined by investigating a sample of transactions 

from 93 companies that were listed on the NZSE during the period 1995-2001. The 

results showed that immediately disclosed transactions are based on an insider’s 

knowledge of market mispricing and the insiders subsequent profits are an exploitation 

of that mispricing. These findings were strengthened further when the sample was 

seperateted into high and low book to market stocks. Insiders are able to delay their 

disclosure however rely instead on knowledge of upcoming announcements. The 

abnormal returns showed that insiders profited on news in the right direction and had 

insignificant returns on news in the wrong direction. The results were also significantly 

stronger in terms of both returns and actual numbers when the sample was separated by 

the type of announcement. A strong relationship was also found between the time delay 

between an announcement and the trade and when the insiders earn abnormal returns. 

 

The rest of the paper is set out as follows. Section 2 will contain information on the 

sample tested in this paper and on the methodology used. Section 3 will present the 

empirical findings while section 4 will conclude the paper. 

  

II. Data and Methodology 
 
II.1. Data 

The study period ran from January 1995 to December 2001. That sample was based on 

companies listed on the New Zealand Stock Exchange during this period that had at least 

one delayed transaction and one substantial shareholder notice and had the necessary 

share price data available for 250 trading days prior to and after each event (i.e., insider 

transaction). The sample was then further reduced by replacing transactions that 

occurred on the same day but in different directions with a single net transaction event, 

and creating non-overlapping event periods by removing any additional transactions that 

occurred within 10 days either side of a trade. This resulted in a reduced sample of 793 

delayed transactions, 459 purchases and 334 sales, and 595 immediate transactions, 383 

purchases and 212 sales. 

 

Data was then collected on the share price and book to market ratios from the 

DataStream database, and announcement data was collected from the Datex 

announcements database.  
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II.2. Methodology 
 

This paper followed the methodology in Calvo and Lasfer (2002) by testing separately 

whether insiders trades were based on market mispricing or material information. As per 

Calvo and Lasfer (2002) the use of market mispricing was considered by examining the 

abnormal returns of the purchases and sales to determine if insiders were selling 

overvalued and buying undervalued shares. Abnormal returns for this portion of the 

testing were calculated over the period -250,250 days. Given the length of the period, 

market model estimations would be inappropriate2 so returns employed a simple market 

adjusted model of the form: 

mtitit RRAR ??    (1)  

where itR and mtR are respectively the returns of stock i and that of the market portfolio 

on day t of the estimation period, defined by the log of the daily price relatives and 

calculated from prices adjusted for capital changes. We used the NZSE All Ordinaries 

Index to measure the market portfolio. The sample was then separated into B/M 

portfolios by selecting the top and bottom 30% of the sample based on the year-end 

B/M ratio for the current financial year.  

 

To observe if insider trading was related to upcoming news announcements each 

transaction was associated with the first news announcement that occurred after the trade 

but within 80 days after the trade. The announcements were categorised as good, bad or 

neutral (see Appendix 1) and sorted into one of seven categories; Earnings 

Announcements, Forecasts, Board Changes, including the management team, Capital 

Structure, including information on dividends and capital issues, Restructuring, including 

information on asset sales and mergers and acquisitions etc, General Business and 

Miscellaneous information. The relationship was examined using both the actual 

numbers of transactions as well as an examination of the cumulative abnormal returns. 

The abnormal returns were calculated by using a market model with the estimation 

period covering days t=-250 to t=-61, as follows: 

itmtiiit eRR ??? ??    (1) 

                                                   
2 Due to the length of the test period plus the need for a further estimation period the use of market 
model estimations would have greatly reduced the sample size. 
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where itR and mtR were the same as employed in the market adjusted model. 

 

Using the estimates from (1) above, we then forecast daily abnormal returns of each 

security over a test period run from 10 trading days prior to the event date to 80 trading 

days after that date.  

 

Daily abnormal returns for security i for day t or the test period (t=-10 to t=80) were 

given by the following equation: 

)( mtiiitit RRAR ?? ???   (2) 

 

Daily average abnormal returns were then calculated using the formula 

?
?

?
n

i
itt AR

n
AR

1

1
   (3) 

and tested for their significance according to the following t-statistic   

E

tAR
t

?
?     (5) 

where E?  =  standard deviation of the abnormal returns over the estimation period.  

 

Daily average abnormal returns were then accumulated over the entire test period, as well 

as several sub-periods, to give cumulative abnormal return, CAR. The CARs were 

standardized and tested for their significance according to the following formula: 

E

t

n

CAR
t

??
?  .   (4) 

The CARs were then used as dependant variables in regression models to determine the 

significance of various independent variables such as delayed vs. immediate disclosure, 

the news typology and the time delay between a trade and an announcement. 

 

III. Results 

  

III.1. Immediate versus Delayed 

The difference in returns due to the two-tiered disclosure regime found in Etebari et al. 

(2003) may be the result of the use of different information by insiders. Despite the 

reduced sample size, Table 1 shows largely the same results as Etebari et al. (2003). 
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Delayed purchases over the 0,80 event window earn a significant 3.88%, compared to 

just 0.24% for immediate purchases. Further only in the -1,1 window does the immediate 

sample earn higher returns than the delayed sample. Sales results are again similar with 

delayed receiving 5.04% while immediate sales earning an insignificant 1.63%, and in no 

event windows were immediate sales returns larger than delayed sales. This is the result 

of differences in the disclosure. With the immediate sample once the transaction is 

disclosed the market incorporates the insiders’ information. With delayed disclosure 

however the information is not released until either the information is released or the 

trade is disclosed whichever is earliest, usually the disclosure of the information. These 

findings therefore result in the same conclusions as those drawn from Etebari et al. (2003) 

that delayed disclosure transactions earn significantly higher profits than immediate 

disclosures. 

 

Insert Table 1 Here 

 

This is also supported by the results in Panel B of Table 1. Panel B shows the regression 

coefficients employing a dummy variable to indicate a delayed disclosure transaction. The 

results for purchases show a positive coefficient significant at the 1% level while sales are 

negative and significant at the 5% level. The coefficients therefore support the finding 

that delayed disclosure transactions earn significantly higher profits than immediate 

disclosures. This difference is not however apparent over the CAR period -10,. The 

coefficients for this period are in the right direction but are insignificant for both 

purchases and sales. This is the result of differences in the disclosure. With the 

immediate sample once the transaction is disclosed the market incorporates the insiders’ 

information. With delayed disclosure however the information is not released until either 

the firm makes an announcement or the details of the insiders trade are disclosed, 

whichever is earliest, usually the firms announcement. Therefore short-run CARs fail to 

fully capture the impact of delayed insider trading. Given there are these differences, it is 

now important to look at whether the differences in returns are based on the use of 

different information by insiders and the implications such a finding would have for the 

regulation of insider trading.  

 

 

III.2. Insiders Use of Market Mispricing  
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Market mispricing represents information that can be legally traded on and in doing so 

improves the informational efficiency of the market. It is also the information used in 

well regulated markets. Evidence that insiders use this information would therefore 

refute the perception that the legislative regime in New Zealand is weak. Whether 

insiders do use this information will be tested by examining the market adjusted CARs 

for the period -250,250.  If insiders are using knowledge of market mispricing you would 

expect to see insiders buying (selling) shares where the price has significantly decreased 

(increased) prior to the transaction. Further this pattern would change after the 

transaction so that purchases (sales) show increasing (decreasing) returns. The results 

reported in Table 2 Panel A show these market adjusted CARs.  

 

Insert Table 2 Here 

 

The results show that for purchases, only the immediate subsample displays evidence of 

insiders use of market mispricing. While both immediate and delayed purchases earn 

positive returns after the transaction, only immediate purchases are negative prior to the 

transaction, an indication that they are trading undervalued securities. This is further 

supported by Figure 1 which shows that in the 250 days prior to the transaction, the 

immediate purchases CAR is predominately negative including a sharp drop just prior to 

the transaction. Delayed purchases however stay largely constant prior to the transaction 

showing little evidence of significant undervaluation. However neither delayed nor 

immediate insiders capture all the benefits of their transactions as both delayed and 

immediate insiders buy in after the CARs start increasing, as opposed to immediately 

prior to when the CARs start increasing as in Lakonishok and Lee (2001). Therefore 

while neither sub-sample can time their transactions in the short-run, immediate 

purchasers do appear to use market mispricing to earn abnormal returns.  

 

 

Insert Figure 1 Here 

& 

Insert Figure 2 Here 

 

Insiders use of market mispricing appears much stronger for sales than for purchases. 

Both delayed and immediate sub-samples are positive prior to the transaction date, 
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although neither is significant. Further both sub-samples are negative in the post-

transaction period although immediate sales appears to suffer from insiders inability to 

time in the short-run as it has negative returns only in the final period, 80,250. As shown 

in Figure 2 both sub-samples have sharp increases in CARs prior to the transaction, 

nearly 6% for delayed sales and over 8% for immediate. Delayed sales however appear to 

follow the hypothesised pattern exactly with a sharp increase in CARs followed by an 

immediate albeit slow initial switch to negative returns while immediate sales CARs 

continue to increase for about 50 days after at which point they decrease. As with 

purchases there is evidence of insiders inability to time however both sub-samples do 

appear to be selling overvalued stocks that they know will revert to a lower price. The 

results therefore indicate that both delayed and immediate sales maybe driven by market 

mispricing.  

 

 

III.3.1. B/M Ratios, Market Mispricing and Insiders Transactions 

As stated in Calvo and Lasfer (2002), if insiders are trading based on mispricing then the 

returns earned in the post-event periods should be greatest when the mispricing is 

greatest. This means that value stocks (high B/M) which are undervalued should perform 

better when purchased and growth stocks (low B/M) which are overvalued should do 

better when sold. Splitting the purchase sample into high and low B/M samples 

strengthens the earlier findings that immediate purchasers use market mispricing and that 

delayed purchases don’t. The delayed purchase results in Table 2 Panel B show that the 

high B/M transactions don’t significantly outperform the low B/M stocks in the post-

event period. In the first post-event period high B/M does outperform low B/M by a 

mere 1.6%, but in the final period low B/M outperforms by 2.1%. The high B/M 

transactions for the immediate sample however significantly outperform in both post-

event periods, earning positive returns while the low B/M transactions earn negative 

returns. This supports the earlier finding that immediate purchasers’ trade undervalued 

stocks.  

 

The results in Panel C for the sales samples also support the earlier finding that 

immediate sales are driven by market mispricing. The low B/M transactions earn 

significant negative returns compared to the positive returns earned by the high B/M 

returns. This is the same pattern as immediate purchases and provides clear evidence that 
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immediately disclosed trades are driven by market mispricing. The evidence for delayed 

sales however is weakened when the sample is split based on B/M. In all the post-event 

periods, high B/M outperforms low B/M, the opposite to the expected results. This 

shows that delayed sales returns are not driven by the most mispriced securities. This 

refutes the earlier support but is consistent with the finding that delayed purchasers are 

not driven by security misevaluation.  

 

The results indicate that while insiders required to disclose immediately are trading based 

on knowledge of the markets mispricing, delayed disclosure insiders aren’t. Immediate 

insiders purchase shares that have suffered a decline in CAR and their returns are driven 

by value stocks, traditionally undervalued stocks, while insider sellers sell after a massive 

price run-up and their returns are driven by growth stocks, overvalued shares. Neither 

delayed purchases nor sales however follow these patterns. While delayed disclosure 

sellers do sell stocks that have increased in price, this cannot be associated with 

overvalued stocks. The next step is to determine whether delayed disclosure insiders use 

illegal and harmful information as the basis for their trading.   

 

III.3. Insiders Use of Material Information 

  

III.3.1. Actual Numbers 

Table 3 shows the relationship between the direction of director’s trade and the direction 

of the news. For this study the right direction column indicates purchases followed by 

good news and sales followed by bad news. The results show that delayed and immediate 

purchases are followed by trades in the correct direction 50.8% and 42% of the time 

respectively. These numbers are smaller than those reported by Calvo and Lasfer (2002) 

who found purchases were followed by good news about 70% of the time. Delayed 

purchases however are only followed by bad news 16.8% of the time, roughly similar to 

Calvo and Lasfer (2002) while immediate purchases have nearly double the percentage of 

bad news. Sales have even lower percentages of news in the right direction. Delayed sales 

are followed by news in the right direction just in 23.7% and news in the wrong direction 

38% while the respective percentages for immediate sales are 26.4% and 47.6%. The 

results also show that percentage of insider sales followed by news in the right (wrong) 

direction is similar to insiders purchases followed by news in the wrong (right) direction. 

The right direction for sales and the wrong direction for purchases are both bad news 
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announcements, therefore it appears that the actual numbers of good and bad news are 

relatively equal and therefore are not affected by the direction of the insiders trade at all. 

Further the percentages for the delayed sample may be low as insiders may randomly 

trade against their news to confuse regulators (Calvo and Lasfer (2002)). For sales, non-

informational trades would compound this effect to make the percentages even smaller.  

 

    Insert Table 3 Here 

 

An alternative method of establishing if insiders are trading on material information is to 

examine the relationship between the direction of the trades and the CARs earned by the 

insider. If insiders are using material information, insiders would still try and time their 

trades to minimise losses when trading against the upcoming signal. Therefore if an 

insider purchases (sells) against the signal the returns should be insignificant while trades 

with the signal should be significantly positive (negative).  

 

III.2.2. Regression Coefficients 

To test the returns earned by an insider regression models were employed. Using the 

CARs earned as the dependant variable, various independent variables could be tested to 

see if a relationship exists. These results are presented in Panel B of Table 3. To test the 

relationship between the direction of the news and the following announcement, dummy 

variables were assigned for news in the right direction and news in the wrong direction. 

The purchase results show that news in the wrong direction is not an important variable 

for either sample. However the coefficient for good news is significant at the 1% level 

for delayed purchases while it is insignificant for immediate purchases. This pattern is 

repeated for the sales with delayed sales having a significant relationship with news in the 

right direction and insignificant for bad news, and the immediate sales being insignificant 

for both variables. This supports the hypothesis that delayed insiders use material 

information. The immediate sample however is insignificant for both variables suggesting 

no relationship between the direction of the news and the returns insiders earn. This 

supports the weak percentages found above and the support for insiders use of market 

mispricing. As the results show no support for immediate insiders use of material 

information the remainder of our investigation will focus purely on the delayed sample3. 

                                                   
3 All testing reported for the delayed sample was also performed for the immediate sample. None of the 
testing presented significant coefficients or strong R2 values.  
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III.3.5. News Typology and Material Information 

Calvo and Lasfer (2002) also examine the news typology to see if the relationship 

between trades and the first announcement following the trade is related to the type of 

information being disclosed. They found significantly positive returns for trades followed 

by news about the Capital Structure, General Business, Board Change and Forecasts 

while sales were significantly negative for Forecasts. Their results differed from Givoly 

and Palmon (1985) however who found no relationship between transactions and the 

type of news announced.  

 

As shown in Table 4 in New Zealand both purchases and sales were most frequently 

followed by Earnings Announcements followed by Restructuring Information while 

Forecasts were the smallest catergory. When the samples are split into the direction of 

news, purchases have four news types that have extremely high percentages of news in 

the right direction. Earnings and Restructuring news are both above 65% and General 

Business and Capital Structure are above 80%. Also of note is the fact that all the Board 

Changes announcements are neutral. This was due to the difficulty in determining why 

the changes were made and therefore the difficulty in determining if it was a good or bad 

announcement. However, based on Givoly and Palmon (1985) market reaction approach, 

Board Changes were in the right direction 75% of the time. Sales also feature several 

categories with higher than expected percentages of trade followed by news in the right 

direction. Earnings Announcements had more followed by news in the right direction 

than wrong direction as did Board Changes when the market reaction approach was 

applied (50% in the right direction). Capital Structure and Restructuring both had 30% or 

greater in the right direction, while Capital Structure also featured one of the lowest rates 

of news in the wrong direction at 50%.  

 

Insert Table 4 Here 

 

The results in Panel B of Table 4 examine the relationship between each news category 

and the CARs earned. Dummy variables were assigned for each category except 

Forecasts as the sample size was too small to provide meaningful results. The results 

provide further support for the findings in Table 4. For purchases the coefficients 

indicate a significant relationship for Earnings Announcements, Board Changes, Capital 
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Structure and General Business. These represent four of the five categories with large 

percentages of transactions followed by news in the right direction. Of those categories 

only Restructuring Information is insignificant. Sales provide a similar story to that of the 

purchase sample. Earnings Announcements, Board Changes, Capital Structure and 

Miscellaneous Information are all significant. Earnings Announcements and Board 

Changes had more transaction followed by news in the right direction than in the wrong 

direction and Capital Structure had a relatively low percentage in the wrong direction. 

Miscellaneous Information although having a low percentage in the right direction also 

had no transaction in the wrong direction.  

 

When separated on news typology the results reveal that both purchases and sales have a 

number of categories that feature either high percentages of announcements in the right 

direction, or extremely low percentages of news in the wrong direction. These categories, 

with the exception of purchases followed by Restructuring News, are also the ones that 

earn significant abnormal returns. The implication is that for the majority of transaction 

insiders do rely on material information, and that these transactions drive the earlier 

profitability of delayed insider transactions.  

 

III.2.4. Delay between Trade and Announcement  

Further support for the hypothesis that insiders use material information to earn 

abnormal returns can be found when the sample is separated based on the delay between 

the announcement and the trade. For both purchases and sales a large number of 

transactions are undertaken within 10 days of an announcement, 29% for purchases and 

23% for sales. Given insiders information advantage, trades so soon before an 

announcement would be assumed to be informational trades, therefore more profitable. 

The sample was split therefore to see if the previous results were driven by the returns 

from trades immediately prior to an announcement.  

 

Despite the perception that trades closer to the announcement would be more likely 

driven by information, the opposite seems to be the case. As can be seen in Table 5, for 

both purchases and sales the percentage of trades followed by news in the right direction 

increases when the delay is longer than ten days. Sales also see a slight decrease in the 

percentage of transactions in the wrong direction. These findings are also supported by 

the regression coefficients in Panel B which show that purchases have a significantly 
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positive coefficient while sales have a significantly negative coefficient, both of which 

indicate greater profits as the delay increases. One explanation is that insiders attempt to 

avoid attracting the attention of regulators by not trading on information as often 

immediately prior to a announcement.  

      

     Insert Table 5 Here 

 

What is interesting about the results for the announcement delay is the effect the 

announcement has on the pattern of CARs. Table 6 shows the CARs for the purchases 

and sales over various event windows for both announcements within 10 days of a trade 

and for trades where the delay is greater than 10 days. The results in general support the 

earlier findings with CARs in the wrong direction being insignificant while CARs for 

news in the right direction are significant over the period 0,80 days. Where the news in 

the right direction occurs within 10 days of the purchase or sale, nearly half the final 

CAR is earned in the first 10 days. However if the news in the right direction occurs after 

a longer delay only a small fraction of the final CAR is earned in the first 10 days, the rest 

coming in the remaining 70 days. These results suggest a direct connection between 

when a trade is announced and when a trade earns the majority of its profits. This 

connection shows that the announcement is the key driver of the profits to delayed 

disclosure insiders.  

 

     Insert Table 6 Here 

The results overall support the hypotheses of this paper. Immediate disclosure insiders 

were shown to trade on market mispricing as shown by the fact that their returns are 

related to the degree of mispricing in the market. Growth company sales and value 

company purchases for instance were the most profitable as these are the situations of 

greatest mispricing. Delayed disclosure instead insiders rely on knowledge of upcoming 

announcements. This can be seen in the returns more than the actual numbers. When 

insiders trade ahead of news in the predicted direction they earned significant profits, 

however when they traded against the upcoming announcement they made insignificant 

but often still profitable returns. Further when the results are separated into the type of 

news the relationship between insiders trades and the direction of upcoming 

announcements is strengthened. For both purchases and sales the results show a number 

of news categories that feature either extremely high percentages with news in the right 
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direction or low percentages with news in the wrong direction, these categories also drive 

the profitability of delayed insiders. Lastly when the sample was split based on the delay 

between the trade and the announcement it was found that the longer the delay the 

greater the profitability. Also insiders returns are directly related to when an 

announcement is made. The results therefore support the hypothesis that the difference 

in returns is due in part to different disclosure classes using different information. The 

results also shows that the old legislation was ineffective in regulating insider trading as it 

allowed insiders to openly trade on prohibited information.  

 

IV. Conclusion  
 

This paper examined the source of insiders abnormal returns in New Zealand. Given the 

weakness of the disclosure regime in New Zealand it was expected that at least delayed 

disclosure insiders would use material information to earn extra returns. It was also 

hypothesised that the two-tiered disclosure regime which allows insiders who can delay 

disclosure to earn significantly higher returns would also result in delayed disclosure 

insiders using different information to that used by immediate disclosure insiders. These 

hypotheses were tested by applying the methodology from Calvo and Lasfer (2003) and 

examining whether insiders used knowledge of market mispricing or knowledge of 

upcoming announcements to earn their returns.   

 

The results showed that immediately disclosed transactions are based on an insider’s 

knowledge of market mispricing and the insiders subsequent profits are an exploitation 

of that mispricing. This finding was strengthened further when the sample was 

seperateted into under/over valued stocks. Insiders able to delay their disclosure however 

rely instead on knowledge of upcoming announcements. The results show a relationship 

between delayed disclosure trades and the following company announcement which gets 

stronger when abnormal returns are examined. The results were also significantly 

stronger in terms of both returns and actual numbers when the sample was separated by 

the type of announcement. A strong relationship was also found between the time delay 

between trade and announcement and when the insiders earn abnormal returns. 

 

The results have significant implications for the regulation of insider trading. The results 

show that the delayed disclosure not only allowed insiders to make extra abnormal 
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returns it appears to have masked the relationship between an insiders trade and 

upcoming announcements from market regulators. This is likely to be due to the long 

delay between the trade and the disclosure. Also it appears that due to either a lack of 

funding or regulatory powers, transactions disclosed were not retroactively examined in 

relation to when the transaction took place and what announcements occurred around 

that time. The result is that while insiders required to disclose immediately traded on 

information not prohibited in the legislation and that improves the efficiency of the 

market, delayed insiders were able to openly trade based on prohibited information in a 

fashion that is harmful to the efficiency of the market. It therefore holds that the recent 

legislative changes that came into effect in December 2002 will have a profound effect 

on the market. The results indicate that continuous disclosure as is now required of all 

traditional insiders should both reduce the profits that insiders can earn and force 

insiders to switch from using prohibited information to market mispricing, which 

promotes informational efficiency. Given the strengthening of the Securities Commission 

as a regulator the costs of insider trading should have been significantly increased, which 

based on overseas experience should lead to a further reduction in prohibited trading. 

The recent changes are therefore both a necessary and well targeted approach to 

correcting weaknesses in the former insider trading regime, although only time will tell if 

the results have been successful.  
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VI. Appendices  
Appendix A: Classification Table  

Good News Events 
G1 Increase of at least 5% over last years EPS (if semi-annually over the same period) 
G2 Increase of at least 3% in dividends 
G3 Company awarded a contract 
G4  Prediction of record income (even if below 5% increase per share) 
G5 Strike ended, negotiations spurred hope of settlement, settlement with union 
G6 Reopening of plant 
G7 Rehiring 
G8 Litigation settled in favour of company 
G9 Announcement of extra dividends 
G10 Production, development or marketing of a new product; discovery of new oil etc 
G11 Received or purchases a license, right or patent for new products etc 
G12 Expansion of business or plant; joint market venture 
G13 Acquisition or plans to acquire other companies; approval of a merger etc 
G14  Merger if target company 
G15 Announcement of a stock dividend or stock split 
G16 Action against competitors 
G17 Initial Public Offering 
G18 Dividend Initiations 
G19 New Exchange Listings 
G20 Share Repurchases 
G21 Spin-off 
G22 Acquisition of large block by an investor 
G23  Other 
 

Bad News 
B1 Decrease in Earnings compared to last year (same quarter) 
B2 Decrease in dividends 
B3 Contract cancelled 
B4 Prediction of sales or income decrease 
B5 Strike started, negotiations broken off, conflict with union, strike continues 
B6 Plant Closing  
B7 Layoffs 
B8 Litigation settled against the company 
B9 Unfavourable action by a government agency 
B10 Downward revision of planned sales or production 
B11 Announcement of sales decline 
B12 Seasoned Equity Offering 
B13 Dividend Omission 
B14 Asset/Investment Sales 
B15 Other 
 
Neutral News 
N1 Changes in Management or Board of Directors 
N2 Miscellaneous  
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VII. Tables and Figures 
Table 1: Reduced Sample Overall ARs and CARs 

Panel A: Cumulative Abnormal Returns for Various Event Windows 
 Purchases  Sales 
 Delayed  Immediate  Delayed  Immediate  

Event Windows CAR 
T-

Stat CAR 
T-

Stat CAR 
T-

Stat CAR 
T-

Stat 
-10,80 3.90% ***  1.13%   -4.55% **  -0.99%   
-10,1 0.02%   0.89%   0.49%   0.64%   
0,80 3.88% ***  0.24%   -5.04% ***  -1.63%   
0,40 2.60% ***  0.08%   -2.74% **  -1.17%   
0,20 1.27% **  0.31%   -1.74% *  -0.54%   
0,10 0.55%   0.24%   -1.09% *  -0.66% **  
0,5 0.43%   0.16%   -0.56%   -0.15%   
-1,1 0.36% *  0.79% **  -0.56%   -0.44%   
             
Panel B: Regression Coefficient Results 

 CARs -10,80  CARs -10,10 
  Purchases   Sales   Purchases   Sales 
Intercept       0.0113    -0.0170         0.0113    -0.0076   
        0.8176    -0.6956          1.7026   *   -0.9700   
             
Delayed vs        0.0565    -0.0624         0.0016    -0.0114   
Immediate        3.0737  ***  -2.0392 **         0.1840    -1.1351   
             
R-Squared       0.0109      0.0062     0.0000     0.0027     

* = Significant at 10%, ** = Significant at 5%, *** = Significant at 1% 
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Table 2: Market Mispricing: Market Adjusted CARs and B/M Ratios 

Panel A: Market Adjusted CARs for -250 to 250 
 Purchase Sample  Sale Sample  
 Delayed   Immediate   Delayed   Immediate   
Event Windows CARs T-Stat CARs T-Stat CARs T-Stat CARs T-Stat 
-250,-61 0.74%   0.05%   2.56%   7.35%   
-60,-1 0.71%   -1.45%   2.76%   1.06%   
1,80 4.47% **  3.25%   -2.24%   1.77%   
81,250 3.83%   1.52%   -5.63%   -5.66%   
             
Panel B: Purchase Sample Market Adjusted CARs By Book to Market Ratio 
 High B/M Ratio  Low B/M Ratio  
 Delayed   Immediate   Delayed   Immediate   
Event Windows CARs T-Stat CARs T-Stat CARs T-Stat CARs T-Stat 
-250,-61 -1.56%   -1.54%   1.65%   -4.43%   
-60,-1 2.96%   -1.98%   0.68%   -2.35%   
1,80 6.89% ***  2.98%   5.24% ***  -0.62%   
81,250 11.97% ***  3.23%   14.12% ***  -0.80%   
             
Panel C: Sale Sample Market Adjusted CARs By Book to Market Ratio 
 High B/M Ratio  Low B/M Ratio  
 Delayed   Immediate   Delayed   Immediate   
Event Windows CARs T-Stat CARs T-Stat CARs T-Stat CARs T-Stat 
-250,-61 -2.24%   -5.40%   9.78% ***  8.91% *  
-60,-1 10.57% **  0.10%   2.72% *  7.40% ***  
1,80 -7.11%   6.39%   -3.58% **  -6.42% *  
81,250 3.46%     1.32%     1.14%     -11.86% ***   

* = Significant at 10%, ** = Significant at 5%, *** = Significant at 1% 
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Figure 1: Market Adjusted CARs for Purchases 

Market Adjusted Returns for Purchase Sample for Days -250 to 250
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Figure 2: Market Adjusted CARs for Sales 

Market Adjusted Returns for Sales Sample for Days -250 to 250
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Table 3 Panels A and B: Insider Transactions and the Direction of News 

Panel A: Raw Number and Percentage Results 
  Total Transactions Right Direction Wrong Direction    Neutral News No News 
Delayed Purchases 459 233 50.8% 77 16.8%  87 19.0% 62 13.5% 
Immediate Purchases 383 161 42.0% 105 27.4%  72 18.8% 45 11.7% 
Delayed Sales 334 79 23.7% 127 38.0%  67 20.1% 61 18.3% 
Immediate Sales 212 56 26.4% 101 47.6%  33 15.6% 22 10.4% 
           
Panel B: Regression Coefficient Results for CARs -10,80 

  Purchases   Sales 
    Delayed  Immediate   Delayed  Immediate 
Intercept  0.0418  -0.0173   -0.0601  0.0434  
  2.0858 ** -0.6344   -2.0941 ** 0.6820  
           
Direction of News           
 Right Direction 0.0786  0.0291   -0.1556  -0.0599  
  3.0943 *** 0.8488   -3.3294 *** -0.8188  

 Wrong Direction  -0.0144  0.0158   -0.0553  -0.0969  
  -0.4123  0.4451   -1.3282  -1.2061  

           
R-Squared  0.0363  -0.0043   0.0309  -0.0030  
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Table 3 Panel C: Insider Transactions and the Direction of News  

 

Panel C: Regression Coefficient Results for CARs -10,10 
    Purchases   Sales 

    Delayed  Immediate   Delayed  Immediate 
Intercept  0.0061  -0.0083   -0.0122  0.0303  
  0.6120  -0.5857   -1.2758  1.5378  
           
Direction of News           
 Right Direction 0.0268  0.0297   -0.0235  -0.0296  
  2.1178 ** 1.4664   -1.6978 * -1.5077  

 Wrong Direction  -0.0188  0.0166   -0.0032  -0.0328  
  -1.0819  0.8967   -0.2327  -1.4487  

           
R-Squared   0.0181   0.0027     0.0017   0.0331   

* = Significant at 10%, ** = Significant at 5%, *** = Significant at 1% 
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Table 4: Numbers of Transactions, the Direction of News and News Typology 

Panel A: Numbers of Purchases By Announcement Catergory 
  Total Number    Right Direction    Wrong Direction    Neutral  

   Number  %  Number  %  Number  %  Number  % 
Earnings Announcements               94  36%                63  67%                31  33%                 -    0%  
Forecasted Earnings/Profits                 4  2%                  2  50%                  2  50%                 -    0%  
Board/Management Changes                28  11%                 -    0%                 -    0%                28  100%  
Capital Structure Information               25  10%                21  84%                  1  4%                  3  12%  
Restructuring Information               55  21%                41  75%                12  22%                  2  4%  
General Business Information               24  9%                21  88%                  2  8%                  1  4%  
Miscellaneous Information               30  12%                11  37%                  6  20%                13  43%  
Total            260               159                  54                  47    
             
Panel B: Numbers of Sales By Announcement Catergory 
   Number  %  Number  %  Number  %  Number  % 
Earnings Announcements               69  35%                34  49%                30  43%                  4  6%  
Forecasted Earnings/Profits                 3  2%                  3  100%                 -    0%                 -    0%  
Board/Management Changes                23  12%                 -    0%                 -    0%                23  100%  
Capital Structure Information               20  10%                  6  30%                10  50%                  4  20%  
Restructuring Information               33  17%                11  33%                21  64%                  1  3%  
General Business Information               34  17%                  4  12%                29  85%                  1  3%  
Miscellaneous Information               14  7%                  2  14%                 -    0%                12  86%  
Total            196                  60                  90                  45    
             
Panel C: Regression Coefficient Results 

 CARs -10,80  CARs -10,10 
  Purchases Sales Purchases Sales 
Intercept 0.0165   -0.0266   -0.0020   0.0014   
 0.5795   -0.6866   -0.1394   0.1065   
             
News Typology 0.0819   -0.0907   0.0173   -0.0120   

Earnings Announcements 2.2335 **  -1.7130 *  0.9492   -0.6882   
 0.1171   -0.1239   0.0389   -0.0194   

Board Changes 2.7248 ***  -1.7553 *  1.8169 *  -0.8346   
 0.1117   -0.2365   0.0627   -0.0424   

Capital Structure 2.3258 **  -2.6076 ***  2.6215 ***  -1.4200   
 0.0093   -0.0691   -0.0014   -0.0159   

Restructuring Information 0.2369   -1.1525   -0.0738   -0.8075   
 0.1332   -0.0945   0.0076   -0.0249   

General Business 2.9738 ***  -1.4601   0.3423   -1.1680   
 0.0420   -0.2142   0.0394   -0.0755   

Miscellaneous 0.9379   -3.1460 ***  1.7659 *  -3.3673 ***  
             
R-Squared 0.0290     0.0275     0.0157     0.0233    

* = Significant at 10%, ** = Significant at 5%, *** = Significant at 1% 
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Table 5: Transactions by and the Direction of News 

Panel A: Numbers by Time Delay from Transaction to Announcement 
 Purchases  Sales  
 Within 10 Days  After 10 Days  Within 10 Days  After 10 Days  
  Number % Number % Number % Number % 
Right Direction 74 54%  159 61%  19 25%  60 31%  
Wrong Direction 23 17%  54 20%  36 47%  90 46%  
Neutral 40 29%  47 18%  22 29%  45 23%  
Total 137   260   77   195   
             
Panel B: Regression Coefficient Results 

  CARs -10,80   CARs -10,10   
  Purchases Sales Purchases Sales 
Intercept 0.0567   -0.0842   0.0102   -0.0483   
 2.3424 ***  -1.9559 **  0.8459   -3.6346 ***  
             
Time Delay 0.0475   -0.1019   0.0151   0.0343   
 1.6753 *  -2.0182 **  1.0701   2.1658 **  
             
R-Squared 0.0050     0.0141     0.0004     0.0161     

* = Significant at 10%, ** = Significant at 5%, *** = Significant at 1% 
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Table 6: Transactions by the Direction of News and Time Delay between Trade 

and Announcement 

Panel A: Purchase Sample 
 Within 10 Days  After 10 Days  

 Right Direction  
Wrong 

Direction  Right Direction  
Wrong 

Direction  

Event Windows CAR 
T-

Stat CAR 
T-

Stat CAR 
T-

Stat CAR 
T-

Stat 

-10,80 3.45%    1.39%    4.98% ***  -4.64% *  
-10,1 -0.84%    -0.58%    0.34%    -2.59% ***  
0,80 4.29%    1.97%    4.63% ***  -2.06%    
0,40 4.92% **  0.53%    3.65% ***  -2.06%    
0,20 3.75% **  -2.30%    1.57% *  -2.40% *  
0,10 2.31% *  -0.46%    0.06%    -2.05% **  
0,5 1.64% *  0.24%    0.09%    -1.04% *  
-1,1 1.27% *  0.94%    0.19%    -0.44%    
             
Panel B: Sale Sample 
 Within 10 Days  After 10 Days  

 Right Direction  
Wrong 

Direction  Right Direction  
Wrong 

Direction  

Event Windows CAR 
T-

Stat CAR 
T-

Stat CAR 
T-

Stat CAR 
T-

Stat 
-10,80 -5.05%    -1.04%    -20.22% ***  2.54%    
-10,1 4.99%    7.11% ***  -2.51%    1.46%    
0,80 -10.04%    -8.14%    -17.71% ***  1.09%    
0,40 -8.41%    -8.38% *  -6.31% *  0.94%    
0,20 -6.32%    -4.49%    -2.75%    -0.44%    
0,10 -4.83%    -1.22%    -1.89%    -0.37%    
0,5 -3.69%    -0.89%    -0.19%    -0.66%    
-1,1 -1.12%     1.10%     -0.39%     0.28%     

* = Significant at 10%, ** = Significant at 5%, *** = Significant at 1% 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


